
We are building a riskfree and
dependable solution for our customers by
leading a bold new future of robotics and
innovative expert systems for the
financial market.

The Passionate
Pursuit Of Safe
Trades.



About Fidel Trust Trade
Fidel Trust Trade is a financial technology (fintech) company
that strives to facilitate the real-world use of
cryptocurrencies through a number of products and
solutions. We allow our clients to trade forex and
cryptocurrency safely and securely.

Fidel Trust Trade currently offers forex and cryptocurrency
trading automation platform.



Our mission 

We at Fidel Trust Trade believe that forex, cryptocurrencies
and blockchain technology will help create a better financial
system for the future. We strive to help that future come to
life by creating products and services that make the real-
world use of cryptocurrencies simple, profitable, stable,
transparent, and secure.



Our vision 

While we truly believe in the power of forex and
cryptocurrencies to revolutionize finance, we see a number
of issues impeding their use in the real world. We strive to
solve these issues by creating solutions that will greatly
simplify the day-to-day use of cryptocurrencies for both
businesses and individuals



Cryptocurrency is a digital payment
system that doesn't rely on banks to
verify transactions. It’s a peer-to-peer
system that can enable anyone anywhere
to send and receive payments. Instead of
being physical money carried around and
exchanged in the real world,
cryptocurrency payments exist purely as
digital entries to an online database
describing specific transactions. When
you transfer cryptocurrency funds, the
transactions are recorded in a public
ledger. Cryptocurrency is stored in digital
wallets.

What is cryptocurrency 



Cryptocurrency trading bots are
automated trading systems that make
crypto-trading easier by simplifying the
process of investing. One advantage is,
they offer better efficiency and make
fewer errors. They also escape from
emotions and sentiments that humans
can seldom escape from, which is helpful
because crypto markets are notorious for
dramatic price movements.

What are cryptocurrency
trading bots?



Trading bots are automated trading
systems that work on behalf of the
investor. They allow you to execute
trades automatically when specific
conditions for that trade are met. These
bots take into account information, like
current prices and volatility levels. In
short, they simplify the process of
investing and make crypto-trading
easier.

What are cryptocurrency
trading bots?



Bots offer relatively better efficiency than
humans and make fewer errors with little
room for emotion or sentiment. This is
especially helpful since the crypto
market is notorious for dramatic price
movements. According to estimates,
algorithmic trading bots account for 70-
80 percent of the overall crypto trading
volume.

What are cryptocurrency
trading bots?



Bots scan raw market data from a variety
of sources, interpret it and conclude
whether to buy or sell. Many bots let
users customise the types of data to
provide refined results

What services do trading bots
offer?

Data analysis 



Crypto trading bots use API keys
(Application Program Interface) to
strategically buy or sell cryptocurrency
assets. The API key acts as a password
that your trading bot will need to operate
your account and make cryptocurrency
orders. This is useful when you may want
to avoid the bulk purchase of tokens. 

Buying and selling of crypto
assets



This is a critical feature of a crypto
trading bot. Bots leverage market data to
estimate the potential risk of an asset.
This information helps the bot to decide
how much to invest or trade.

Risk Prediction



Our features

We ensure your
assets are secured
and protected from
risks.

Safe Simple
We provide a
simple, easy and
unique approach to
the financial
market.

Seamless
Our structure is
dynamically
designed to deliver
our promise to our
customers
seamlessly.



Bot Subscription plans





How to fund wallet and subscribe

Firstly, signup or login if
you already have an
account 



How to fund wallet and subscribe

Click on make a trade

Choose your preferred
bot



How to fund wallet and subscribe

Input amount you want to trade, select trade funds from
Bitcoin and then trade. 



How to fund wallet and subscribe

Click on trading list to view your bot trading list 



How to make a referral 
Click on invite friends to copy your referral link
and refer friends. This will speed up your earnings
process



Market analysis
Our Bot makes an analysis of cryptocurrencies
under your watchlist, inorder to enhance quality
trading 



Create An Account With Fidel Trust Trade Now
We offer a diverse range of products on trading
indices, cryptocurrencies and forex.



Contact us


